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Abstract

This article describes a collaborative logistic model to improve the medicines and medical devices supply chain in hospitals in Colombia using Systemic Thinking methodologies to identify value flows problems. The exploratory study was developed in 3 stages: the supply chain analysis and characterization from producers to patients, the archetypes identification and modeling that impact the collaborative logistic and the further model proposed to improve interactions between network actors, through literature analysis, interviews and validation of supply chain experts.

A result from the bibliographic review is that to achieve collaboration strategies it is necessary to consider three main supply chain attributes: visibility, velocity and variability since current traditional supply chain model and identified archetypes found present multiple failures, which prevent prompt access to medical treatment and visibility throughout the supply chain.

Given the above, we proposed a collaborative logistic systemic model for the supply chain of medicines and medical devices, whose relevant variables are visibility, efficient service and product availability. Considering as fundamental pillars the trust between the parties, the importance of right use and implementation of the norm, and the proper creation of value flows in the processes that characterize the system.
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